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I. INTRODUCTION

This survey examines the key developments in constitutional, statutory, regulatory, administrative, and case law governing public employment in Florida during 2008–09. Part II looks at such hiring issues as privatization, background checks, nepotism, immigration, ethics, budget cuts, employment-related torts, and jobs of the future. Part III, Terms of Employment, covers a wide array of issues, such as hours and wages, health benefits, workers’ compensation, unemployment compensation, public pensions, safety issues, the Internet, public union issues and the Family Medical Leave Act. Part IV addresses legal issues involving discipline, retaliation against whistle-blowers, the False Claims Act, layoffs, furloughs and tenure issues. Finally, Part V, Employment Discrimination, surveys the major developments in the past year involving affirmative action, bias on grounds of gender, age, disability, religion, a new federal law regulating genetic testing and remedies.

II. HIRING ISSUES: INTRODUCTION

Employers recruit employees through a wide array of methods: want ads; “Internet job postings; ‘help wanted’ signs placed in storefronts, employment agencies, executive search firms, union hiring halls, job fairs, college placement offices; referrals from state employment services; and word of mouth.” 1 In Florida, as elsewhere, help wanted advertising has shifted to the Internet. 2

A. Special Programs for Hiring Veterans and Mid-Career Teachers

In 2008, the Department of Labor’s (DOL) Veterans’ Employment and Training Service published a final rule entitling veterans of the United States Armed Services and spouses of some veterans to enjoy priority for employment, training, and placement services within DOL job training programs. 3

2. See Number of Jobs Advertised Online in Fla. Is Up, MIAMI HERALD, June 10, 2009, at C3. “The number of jobs advertised online in the state was up by 5700 to 164,500 . . . .” Id. Moreover, the unemployed are flocking to social networking sites such as Twitter to seek “job leads and listings.” Bridget Carey, Can You Tweet Your Way to a New Job?, MIAMI HERALD, July 28, 2009, at A1.
The rule implements section 2(a)(1) of the 2002 Jobs for Veterans Act and section 605 of the 2006 Veterans' Benefits, Health Care, and Information Technology Act. By 2013, over one-third of the United States' "3.2 million teachers could retire . . . a loss of talent that costs school districts millions in recruiting and training expenses." To meet this challenge, "teacher preparation programs geared toward job-changers is rising sharply." For example, "[t]he New Teacher Project . . . oversees Teaching Fellows programs . . . established to eliminate the achievement gap by recruiting career-changers and college graduates to work in inner-city schools. Applications . . . are up 80 percent over [2008]."

B. Privatization

While the drive to privatize governmental entities such as schools and prisons was at its peak in the 1980s and 90s, the 2009 economic stimulus bill unintentionally dampened interest in this practice. Nevertheless, locally, several governmental agencies have been privatized in the past year, usually in an effort to cut costs. For example, "[a] private company will take over adult day-care offered through Pembroke Pines' popular adult day-care center, one of several city functions jettisoned to the private sector to save money" in 2009.

At times, Florida legislators' efforts to prevent privatization raise conflict of interest questions. For example, when a private company sought to privatize a Florida state hospital, a vocal opponent, a state lawmaker, "never

7. Id.
10. See id.
mentioned her family-owned assisted living facility's relationship with the state hospital."\(^{13}\)

Seminole County, Florida, in an effort to cut costs, is privatizing its libraries and there is no assurance that "a private company might keep existing employees or hire its own staff."\(^{14}\)

"The contract to centralize and consolidate the state's massive payroll system was one of the first large-scale privatization efforts to draw fire in Florida, in 2002."\(^{15}\) Controversy over the privatization of the state's payroll system continues in 2009: "The state's decision to consider a no-bid contract extension for a controversial human-resources company has renewed criticism from a leading state senator who says privatization initiatives have cost taxpayers $200 million with little to show for the money."\(^{16}\)

Florida "privatized prison health care several years ago, but a legislative watchdog agency said in a report [in] January [2009] that the change has yielded 'mixed results.'"\(^{17}\) In 2009, the Department of Corrections decided to replace the vendor with a rival even though this new company "would charge the state $5.5 million more for the same service over a five-year period."\(^{18}\) The ousted vendor has sued the state accusing it "of illegally favoring a competitor."\(^{19}\)

C. Background Checks

In 2008, President Bush issued an executive order, framing rules for the presidential transition that, for the first time, allowed background checks on prospective presidential appointees to begin before the November 4, 2008 election.\(^{20}\)

In 2009, labor and employee advocacy groups urged the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to investigate, among other entities, a government career center to see if it was violating Title VII by

\(^{13}\) Id.
\(^{15}\) Marc Caputo, No-bid Contract Draws Fire Again, MIAMI HERALD, June 4, 2009, at B3.
\(^{16}\) Id.
\(^{17}\) Steve Bousquet, State Accused of 'Secret' Deal, MIAMI HERALD, June 6, 2009, at B1.
\(^{18}\) Id.
\(^{19}\) Id.
barring individuals with arrest or conviction records from securing bank clerical jobs.\textsuperscript{21}

Under the Federal Health Care Quality Improvement Act,\textsuperscript{22} hospitals are required to report to a national database when a physician resigns from privileges at the hospital while under investigation.\textsuperscript{23} The aim of this rule is to bar incompetent physicians from moving from one state to another without the second state being aware of prior problems.\textsuperscript{24}

“Broward County rules stipulate that felons convicted of any crime are not supposed to be hired for positions where they would have contact with children.”\textsuperscript{25} In 2009, “Broward County officials are investigating how a registered sex offender managed to get a job at the Quiet Waters Park marina, where he allegedly molested a 10-year-old girl.”\textsuperscript{26}

Florida law requires background screenings for “noninstructional contractor[s] who [are] permitted access to school grounds.”\textsuperscript{27} A federal district court in Florida, in 2008, issued a temporary injunction barring a contractor, who had pled nolo contendere to child abuse charges, “from entering onto School Board property.”\textsuperscript{28} The court rejected the contractor’s claim that the statute was “unconstitutional as applied to him,” because the statute was enacted after his nolo contendere plea and “retroactively convert[ed] his nolo contendere plea into a conviction.”\textsuperscript{29}
In 2009, the Jacksonville city council enacted an ordinance, which among other things, requires employers “contracting with the city . . . to identify potential job opportunities for ex-offenders” and try to hire them.\textsuperscript{30}

**D. Nepotism**

Florida’s anti-nepotism law generally prohibits public employers from hiring members of their families or other relatives.\textsuperscript{31} Pembroke Pines officials may have violated Florida’s anti-nepotism law by giving “a commissioner’s daughter a job managing the city’s art studios.”\textsuperscript{32} Moreover, “[t]he newly created job was never publicly advertised.”\textsuperscript{33}

**E. Immigration**

In 2009, Congress passed a law forcing banks receiving “federal bailout money to hire [U.S.] citizens over foreign guest workers.”\textsuperscript{34}

In 2009, the Labor Secretary suspended regulations enacted “by the Bush administration [governing] wages and recruitment of immigrant guest workers for agriculture.”\textsuperscript{35}

In 2009, the Department of Homeland Security issued new rules governing employers receiving Troubled Asset Relief Program funds who seek to hire foreign workers under the H-1B visa program.\textsuperscript{36} The number of guest workers admitted to the United States under the H-1B temporary visa program for skilled workers dropped in fiscal year 2008 by eleven percent.\textsuperscript{37} The sharp drop in H-1B visa applications was attributed “to the economic

\begin{quote}

\textsuperscript{31} FLA. STAT. §§ 112.3135(2)(a), 760.10(8)(d) (2009). In an unusual case, the Kansas City, Missouri City Council enacted an anti-nepotism ordinance barring the mayor’s wife from volunteering in the mayor’s office. Andale Gross, \textit{Kansas City Chafes Under Mayor’s Wife}, JOURNAL-GAZETTE, Dec. 8, 2008, at A12. The mayor “vetoed it, and the council overrode the veto.” \textit{Id}. In response, the mayor sued the city, alleging the “ordinance infringed on his authority.” \textit{Id}.


\textsuperscript{33} \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{34} Rob Hotakainen, \textit{Skilled Foreigners Hurt for Jobs}, MIAMI HERALD, May 1, 2009, at A3.


\end{quote}
downturn and to new restrictions on [banks] that received" federal bailout aid.38

In 2009, the Department of Labor’s Administrative Review Board ruled that a consulting group that neglected to pay a nonimmigrant alien worker’s salary during periods of idleness, despite knowledge of H-1B visa program rules, was liable both for back pay under the Immigration and Nationality Act,39 and for a civil money penalty.40

In 2009, the Department of Homeland Security Secretary, Janet Napolitano, said “DHS will ‘strengthen employment eligibility verification’ by . . . mandating the use of E-Verify by federal contractors and by [ending] the . . . ‘no match’ regulation.”41 In 2008, the Department of Homeland Security modified the list of approved identity documents for the I-9 employment eligibility verification process.42 Under the new rule, only unexpired documents may be accepted during the verification process.43

In 2009, the Department of Homeland Security promulgated new rules shifting the agency’s focus “more on criminal prosecution[s] of [employers] hiring illegal immigrants and less on work[site] raids to [arrest illegal] workers.”44

In 2009, both the Department of Labor and Department of Homeland Security issued final rules governing the hiring of aliens under the H-2A temporary agriculture system aimed at modernizing the program and enhancing worker protections.45 In 2009, the Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration published an interim final rule, lengthening the transition period for employers to comply with new recruitment rules governing H-2A visas.46 In 2009, the Department of Labor proposed a nine-

40. Adm’r Wage & Hour Div. v. Pegasus Consulting Group, Inc., No. 05-086 at 7 (Dep’t of Labor Apr. 28, 2009) (final admin. review).
43. Id.
month delay of a final rule governing the hiring of foreign workers under the H-2A temporary agriculture system.\textsuperscript{47}

In 2009, the Eleventh Circuit ruled that a federal district court should have certified a class action covering employees of Mohawk Industries on claims that the employer engaged in racketeering activity by hiring illegal workers.\textsuperscript{48}

F. Ethics

1. Supreme Court Decisions

In 2009, in \textit{Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co.},\textsuperscript{49} the Supreme Court ruled that due process required a West Virginia justice to recuse himself from a case involving a big donor to the justice’s election campaign.\textsuperscript{50}

2. Executive Orders

In 2009, President Obama signed an Executive Order enhancing ethics rules for executive branch officials by restricting the “revolving door” between government service and lobbying and prohibiting administration officials from taking gifts from lobbyists.\textsuperscript{51}

3. Supreme Court of Florida Decisions

In 2009, the Supreme Court of Florida upheld the state’s tough lobbyist ethics law, rejecting claims that it violated the constitutional separation of powers and that it “infringe[d] on the Supreme Court’s authority to regulate lawyers who work as lobbyists.”\textsuperscript{52}

4. Florida Legislation

In 2009, Florida’s Governor “signed into law new rules that will restrict state employees’ ability to collect a paycheck and a pension from the

\textsuperscript{48} Williams v. Mohawk Indus., Inc., 568 F.3d 1350, 1358–59 (11th Cir. 2009).
\textsuperscript{49} 129 S. Ct. 2252 (2009).
\textsuperscript{50} Id. at 2257.
same agency." 53 The law forces "retirees to wait six months before they return to work." 54

5. Public Disclosure Issues

"Under Florida law, anyone can request a public record for any reason and expect to get it, no questions asked. But in reality, what residents face are confused public employees and questions: Who are you? Why do you want this? Can you put your request in writing? 55 The Miami Herald found that "[a]lmost 43 percent of the offices failed to comply with the law either because they required a name, reason or written request or because they weren't able to reasonably produce a record." 56

For some time, the city of Fort Lauderdale has released a list of the top-paid employees "to make the salaries transparent, and it has continued as a unique practice for local government in South Florida. Though public salaries are a matter of public record, other governments—such as Broward and Miami-Dade counties—do not produce similar annual lists. 57

6. Conflict-of-Interest Issues

A report "identified 18 current and recently retired lawmakers who work for or draw income from contracts with state universities and community colleges." 58 Critics claim there is an "inherent conflict of interest in having college employees sitting on committees that oversee higher education funding and policy." 59 The Florida Commission on Ethics lodged an ethics complaint against a state lawmaker "in connection with his taking a $110,000 job at his local college." 60

54. Id.
56. Id. By contrast, "[a] judge ruled that the Alaska governor's office can use private e-mail accounts to conduct state business" without violating the state's public records law. Associated Press, Alaska: Private E-Mail Ruling, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 13, 2009, at A20.
59. Id.
"The complaint cites a Florida statute that says no public officer shall 'corruptly use or attempt to use his or her official position to secure a special privilege, benefit of exemption for himself, herself or others.'" Id.
The question arose in 2009 whether Miami-Dade County officials were improperly enlisting police officers to serve as personal drivers. In response, the Commission chairman created a new system to track commissioners’ use of sergeants after an Internal Affairs review of the practice.

The 2008 “Broward Ethics Commission has one job: draft a code of ethics to regulate commissioners’ behavior. Then it ceases to exist. . . . They’ll consider questions like whether gifts to commissioners should be banned, or whether they can moonlight.”

“A series of e-mails among Dania Beach commissioners discussing city businesses may have skirted Florida’s open-meetings rules.”

G. Budget Cuts

In the face of hard times, public sector employers in Florida are taking a variety of steps to cut costs, including: 1) banning “most out-of-state travel by state employees”; 2) “pay cuts for public officials making over $100,000”; 3) reducing starting pay for firefighters by “14 percent to about $35,000”; 4) instituting salary freezes; 5) abolishing “year-end bonuses or holiday gifts”; 6) “quit rehiring employees who have retired”; 7) increasing all high school teaching schedules to seven-period days; 8) “switching

---

62. Id.
63. Dan Christensen, New Ethics Panel Gets the Green Light, MIAMI HERALD, Nov. 5, 2008, at B3.
65. See Steve Bousquet, Lawmakers’ Trips to Cost Public, MIAMI HERALD, July 15, 2009, at B5. “But the travel restriction doesn’t apply to lawmakers themselves . . . .” Id. Moreover, “[t]ravel that is related to law enforcement, military, emergency management or public health is exempt from the restriction.” Id.
66. Id.
68. Id.
high schools to four-day weeks”; 72) cutting “every state worker’s salary by about 5 percent”; 73 and 10) colleges going “to a four-day schedule in the summer.” 74

H. Torts Related to Hiring

1. Respondeat Superior and Florida’s Ridesharing Law

Under Florida law, an employer is not liable for injuries sustained by third parties by employees commuting to work. 75 Florida’s “ridesharing law helps limit respondeat superior liability for scope of employment injuries by defining it as beginning [once the worker] arrives . . . and ending when the employee leaves work.” 76

2. Defamation

Under Florida law,

[a]n employer who discloses information about a former or current employee to a prospective employer . . . upon request of the prospective employer . . . is immune from civil liability for such disclosure or its consequences unless it is shown by clear and convincing evidence that the information disclosed by the former or current employer was knowingly false. 77

Employers should take note that “e-mails, Twitter, Facebook and blogs [are] making it easier to [circulate damaging] information about employees.” 78

Florida’s Fifth District Court of Appeal ruled that while defamatory “[s]tatements made by employees to other employees” are usually entitled to qualified privilege, that “privilege vanishes if the statement is made with malice, or to too wide an audience.” 79

---

72. Patricia Mazzei, 4-Day School Week on Table, MIAMI HERALD, Feb. 25, 2009, at B1.
74. Luisa Yanez, College Cuts to 4-Day Workweek to Save Cash, MIAMI HERALD, Apr. 3, 2009, at B3.
75. See FLA. STAT. § 768.091(1) (2009).
77. FLA. STAT. § 768.095.
At the federal level, the District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in 2009 that members of Congress enjoy immunity from defamation suits for speech made within the scope of their employment.\textsuperscript{80}

3. Negligent Hiring

Florida’s Second District Court of Appeal certified the following question for review:

After the legislature created a statutory duty requiring [the Department of Children and Family Services] (DCF) to license and monitor the activities of substance abuse counselors, does a duty in tort arise, owing by DCF to a counselor’s client: (1) when DCF negligently licenses the counselor, (2) when the counselor harms a client, and (3) when the client has no relationship with DCF greater than that of any other citizen?\textsuperscript{81}

It turned out that a Florida Power and Light (FPL) employee who drilled a hole in a nuclear plant pipe causing huge losses “had a long criminal record.”\textsuperscript{82} Nevertheless, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) concluded “FPL was not liable because it had followed all of NRC’s ‘rigorous’ procedures in hiring and supervising the worker.”\textsuperscript{83}

A Miami-Dade jury awarded $1.2 million to a “man hit in the groin by a batting-cage pitch,” concluding that the employer “negligently failed to properly supervise its employees.”\textsuperscript{84}

In \textit{L.A. Fitness International, L.L.C. v. Mayer},\textsuperscript{85} a gym patron suffered a cardiac arrest while using a stair-stepping machine.\textsuperscript{86} “The club manager had CPR training but decided not to administer it since he believed the injured person had suffered a stroke.”\textsuperscript{87} The Florida court rejected a suit for negligence in failing to properly administer CPR, concluding that “a business


\textsuperscript{81.} Dep’t of Children & Family Servs. v. Chapman, 9 So. 3d 676, 686–87 ( Fla. 2d Dist. Ct. App. 2009) (alteration in original).

\textsuperscript{82.} \textit{FPL Customers Pay for Others’ Mistakes}, \textit{MIAMI HERALD}, Nov. 14, 2008, at A16.

\textsuperscript{83.} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{84.} Jennifer Lebovich, \textit{Man Hit at Batting Cage Awarded $1.2M}, \textit{MIAMI HERALD}, Nov. 12, 2008, at B3.

\textsuperscript{85.} 980 So. 2d 550 (Fla. 4th Dist. Ct. App. 2008).

\textsuperscript{86.} \textit{Id.} at 552.

\textsuperscript{87.} Martin E. Segal, \textit{Does Health Club Have Legal Obligation to Give Medical Aid?}, \textit{MIAMI HERALD}, Oct. 6, 2008, at G16.
owner satisfies its legal duty to come to the aid of a patron experiencing a medical emergency by summoning medical assistance within a reasonable time.\textsuperscript{88}

I. Jobs of the Future

By 2016, jobs in health care\textsuperscript{89} and those requiring postsecondary education will see the largest gains while manufacturing will continue its gradual decline.\textsuperscript{90} According to the Labor Department, the fastest growing occupations are systems and data analysts and home care aides.\textsuperscript{91} Even though South Florida hospitals suffer from extreme shortages in nurses, until recently the high cost of housing here "saw a lot of nurses resigning, moving away from this area—to North Florida, Tennessee, Georgia, the Carolinas."\textsuperscript{92} Besides the demand for nurses, the United States economy has created demand for people with specialized skills such as pharmacists and engineers even amid a recession.\textsuperscript{93}

Workers furloughed from dwindling manufacturing jobs "are training as truck drivers and welders," jobs thought at least to last through the "deep recession."\textsuperscript{94} Moreover, "[t]he tough job market is prompting a growing number of women across the country to dance in strip clubs, appear in adult movies, or pose for magazines" such as Hustler.\textsuperscript{95}

\begin{flushright}
88. \textit{Id. (quoting \textit{L.A. Fitness Int'l, L.L.C.}, 980 So. 2d at 558).}
92. \textit{John Dorschner, Nurses Lured from S. Fla., \textit{MIAMI HERALD}, Oct. 30, 2008, at C3. "Nurses in some South Florida hospitals are now averaging over $30 an hour, and some are getting signing bonuses of $5,000. They can earn $45,000 to $69,000 a year . . . ." \textit{Id.}}
\end{flushright}
III. TERMS OF EMPLOYMENT

A. Hours and Wages

1. Fair Labor Standards Act Issues

   a. Minimum Wage and Overtime Issues

   In 2009, the Federal Government Accountability Office found that the Labor Department’s Wage and Hour Division is failing in its role of “enforcing minimum wage, overtime, and many other labor laws.” But “[d]uring the first six months of the [Obama administration], the Department of Labor recovered more than $82 million in back wages for almost 107,000 minimum-wage workers.”

   On July 24, 2009, the federal minimum wage increased from $6.55 to $7.25 per hour.

   Owing to the “Great Recession” in 2009, the average workweek shrank to “33 hours—the shortest ever recorded.” “Wages have fallen each month since October [2008]—a total of 5 percent over the past eight months.” “Two surveys found employers have increased salaries [in 2009] by the smallest percentage in decades . . . .” Florida alone has seen the personal income of state residents decline for nine months—the longest in sixty-one years. “Florida recorded a 0.9 percent fall in personal income in the first quarter of [2009], compared with the fourth quarter of 2008.”

   98. Id. “Eighteen states and the District of Columbia already have minimum wages that are higher or equal to $7.25 an hour.” Minimum Wage Will Go Up Friday, MIAMI HERALD, July 20, 2009, at A3.
   99. Editorial, Dangers of the D-Word, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 17, 2009, at A32 (“Alan Greenspan said a depression required 15 percent unemployment for three to nine months or 12 percent unemployment for nine months or more. . . . President Ronald Reagan said: ‘A recession is when your neighbor loses his job. A depression is when you lose yours.’”).
   101. Christopher Leonard, Any Job at All, Just to Pay the Bills, MIAMI HERALD, Aug. 8, 2009, at C4 [hereinafter Leonard, Any Job at All]. In the private sector with 109 million jobs, during the last 10 years, the annual growth rate for jobs was an anemic 0.01 percent. Floyd Norris, Job Growth Lacking in the Private Sector, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 8, 2009, at B3.
   104. Id.
Florida’s first-quarter decline was larger than income cuts in all but seven states.\textsuperscript{105} One report “ranks South Florida No. 85 among the nation’s 100 largest metropolitan areas in economic performance, as of March 2009, based on employment, unemployment rates, wages, gross metropolitan product, housing prices, and foreclosure rates.”\textsuperscript{106} According to the Commerce Department, Florida “ranked 45th among the 50 states for growth in per-person income.”\textsuperscript{107} In Florida, per-capita income for 2008 “was $39,070, up 1.7 percent from $38,417 the previous year.”\textsuperscript{108} “National per-capita income [in 2008] was $39,751, up 2.9 percent from the previous year.”\textsuperscript{109}

The plight of home health care workers drew renewed attention with the death of Evelyn Coke who sued “[i]n a case that reached the Supreme Court in 2007 . . . to reverse federal labor regulations that exempt home care agencies from having to pay overtime.”\textsuperscript{110} Although the Court rejected her claim, in 2009, “15 senators and 37 House members wrote to Hilda L. Solis, secretary of labor, urging her to eliminate the exemption for home attendants.”\textsuperscript{111}

In 2009, the Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division issued the following opinion letters: 1) a letter making clear that an employer may insist that employees who are exempt from the minimum wage and overtime provisions of the Fair Labor and Standards Act (FLSA) use their accrued vacation time amid a temporary plant closure without losing their exempt status or violating the FLSA;\textsuperscript{112} and 2) three opinion letters making clear that employers assessing whether time spent by employees in training is compensable under the FLSA, must consider the timing and goal of the training and its relationship to a worker’s usual duties.\textsuperscript{113}

\textsuperscript{105} Id.
\textsuperscript{106} Clifford M. Marks, Report: South Florida Recovery May Be Near, MIAMI HERALD, June 17, 2009, at C1.
\textsuperscript{107} Scott Andron, Income Trails Inflation, MIAMI HERALD, Mar. 25, 2009, at C3.
\textsuperscript{108} Id.
\textsuperscript{109} Id.
\textsuperscript{110} Martin, supra note 91.
\textsuperscript{111} Id.
Under proposed federal legislation, the Civil Rights Act of 2008, compensatory and punitive damages would be recoverable under the FLSA. The bill would also amend the Equal Pay Act “to make it more difficult for employers to use the ‘bona fide factor other than sex’ defense.”

Sugar companies invoked a nineteenth century Florida law requiring workers suing for back wages to each post a $100 bond. Critics contend “‘the de facto function of the bond is to [bar court] access . . . on the basis of poverty.’”

The Eleventh Circuit ruled that plaintiffs who were employed as either firefighter/emergency medical technicians or rescue supervisors fell within an exemption from overtime applicable to employees who engage in fire protection activities where plaintiffs “have been trained in fire suppression, have been issued ‘turn-out’ gear, and can be required on pain of disciplinary action to engage in fire suppression.”

The City of Fort Lauderdale plans to cut overtime pay to its police officers from $6.1 million in 2009 to less than $2 million in the future.

“Some employment lawyers anticipate more salespeople who work on commission will be filing lawsuits over pay issues such as minimum-wage violations as layoffs climb in the faltering economy.”

b. Child Labor Issues

“Businesses at three South Florida malls let 50 underage employees operate dangerous equipment” in violation of the FLSA’s provisions governing child labor. “Although it’s legal to employ minors in most workplaces, federal law prohibits them from performing certain jobs deemed dangerous, such as roofing, coal mining, operating a meat slicer, making explosives, using power saws and scrap compacting.”
c. Proposed Paid Vacation Act

In 2009, a Florida congressman introduced a bill—the Paid Vacation Act—that would make paid vacation a requirement under the FLSA. Employers of more than one hundred employees would be required to give full-time and part-time employees a week of paid vacation after working one year. Three years after the law is in place, employees who put in one year would be entitled to two weeks of paid vacation, but employers with “50 or more employees” would only have to provide one week.

A 2009 survey found that thirty-four percent of U.S. employees will not “use all of their earned vacation time in 2009,” citing work-related pressures. Employees “will give back an average of three vacation days each.” “[W]omen are more likely than men to feel guilty about taking time off from work.”

2. Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act

In 2009, Congress overturned the Supreme Court ruling in Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. by enacting the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act, making clear that the deadline for filing a claim of pay discrimination under Title VII runs from when an employee receives unequal pay, not from the time the employer first decided to discriminate. But one “South Florida labor lawyer says until women make different choices, their incomes won’t rise, no matter how many bills are signed into law. By choices, he’s talking about the careers they pursue, the hours they work, the jobs within their industries they hold and the parenting decisions they make.”
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"In one of the first decisions to interpret the scope of the . . . Fair Pay Act, a federal judge . . . refused to apply the law’s relaxed time limits to failure-to-promote claims." 133

3. Gender and Racial Wage Gap

"In Florida, women made no significant gains in winning top corporate jobs and even lost board director positions over the past two years." 134 But "more women are advancing into the executive offices by holding the position of chief financial officer." 135 "One percent of senior corporate officers are black women . . . compared with 3 percent for black men, 14 percent for white women and 77 percent for white men." 136

"[W]omen make only 77 cents for every dollar paid to men," 137 In Miami-Dade County, women earn "72 cents for every dollar a man earns." 138 Moreover, "wage theft, or the nonpayment of money owed for work, is rampant in Miami-Dade County. This may be because immigrant women make up 63 percent of the female workforce." 139

4. Farm Workers’ Wages

At the national level, "[t]ens of thousands of Mexicans who labored in the United States under a World War II-era guest worker program will be eligible to collect back pay under a settlement to a long-fought lawsuit." 140 "Under the settlement . . . Mexico would give each bracero, or a surviving heir, $3500." 141
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In the past, Florida tomato growers refused calls for farm “workers to be paid at least another penny per pound of tomatoes picked.” But “to combat the perception that they are not helping improve the lives of farm-workers . . . growers [have] launched the Farmworker Community Support Foundation to fund programs related to farmworkers’ child care, education and healthcare.” Despite these efforts, “[f]arm workers from Immokalee traveled to Tallahassee to ask the state to fight ‘modern-day slavery’ and improve working conditions.” In 2008, “five farm bosses pleaded guilty to a scheme to enslave Mexican and Guatemalan nationals as farm workers in Immokalee. Prosecutors said the farm bosses were paying the workers minimal wages and had threatened them with violence.”

B. Health Benefits

1. Health Insurance

“Surveys suggest that rising premiums have prompted more than half of small businesses to reduce benefits, raise deductibles or require workers to shoulder a larger share of an ever more expensive pie.” Since 1990, “the number of employers who have switched to self insurance has increased dramatically,” starting with big employers and spreading to smaller employers.

2. Domestic Partnership Benefits

By presidential memorandum in 2009, federal employees may add same-sex domestic partners to their long-term care insurance plans and can “use their sick leave to take care of domestic partners and [their] non-biological, non-adopted children.” Moreover, foreign service employees’
same-sex domestic partners may use medical facilities at posts overseas, be eligible for medical evacuations, and be included in housing allocations. In 2009, Miami commissioners "unanimously passed a domestic partnership ordinance giving employees with same-sex or opposite-sex partners the same rights and benefits as married couples." Gay activists say it's only a matter of time before legal challenges are filed to domestic partnership laws in Miami-Dade, Broward and other parts of the state. Indeed, a charter amendment has already been proposed "in Hillsborough County that would pre-emptively outlaw spending taxpayer dollars on same-sex benefits."

3. Insuring the Uninsured and Underinsured

"By some estimates, about half of the nation's uninsured are people who are self-employed or work for a small business." "Workers in firms with fewer than 25 workers are now twice as likely to be uninsured as those in larger firms." "Some 70 percent of uninsured Americans come from families with one or two full-time workers." More than two dozen states allow "parents to claim these [uninsured] young adults as dependents for [health] insurance purposes up to age 29." "At least one-fifth of Florida's population lacks health coverage. Florida's uninsured rate is the third-highest in a nation where about 50 million people are uninsured . . . ." According to a report by Families USA, more
than 3500 Floridians per week will lose healthcare coverage through 2010.\textsuperscript{158} “Fewer women who work full time in Miami-Dade County have healthcare coverage from their employers than the national average.”\textsuperscript{159}

Florida Governor “Crist’s new Cover Florida healthcare proposal has signed up only 3757 people in a state with nearly four million uninsured. [Meanwhile,] an estimated 77,250 Floridians have lost health-insurance coverage since Cover Florida began releasing statistics in March.”\textsuperscript{160}

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida is offering the uninsured discount cards.\textsuperscript{161} “It’s not insurance, but the program boasts it can offer discounts of 5 to 40 percent for those providers who take the card. . . . But the plan doesn’t cover hospital costs—a crucial gap if anyone . . . gets seriously ill.”\textsuperscript{162} “The FamilyBlue card costs $20 a month to get discounts on doctor visits, prescription drugs, dental care, vision care, hearing care, diabetic supplies and vitamins.”\textsuperscript{163}

4. Rising Health Insurance Costs

“U.S. health care spending in 2007 grew at its lowest rate in nine years, due mainly to a slowdown in prescription drug spending and lower administrative costs for the Medicare program . . . .”\textsuperscript{164} “Premiums for job-based health insurance [rose] 5 percent in 2008 and have more than doubled since 1999, a growth rate that far [exceeds] inflation and the [slow rise] in workers’ wages over the same period . . . .”\textsuperscript{165}

Miami ranked number one “for healthcare costs [for seniors] among the 307 metropolitan areas surveyed”—“$16,351 a year—twice the national av-
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average of $8304.”166 Fort Lauderdale ranked twenty-third—“with an average cost per senior of $9,816 a year.”167

5. Gender and Racial Health Care Gap

A 2008 study found “a widespread gap in the cost of health insurance, [with] women pay[ing] much more than men of the same age for individual insurance policies” offering the same coverage.168 “[W]omen [even] pay more than men for insurance that does not cover maternity care.”169 Overweight and obese women earn less than their slimmer counterparts.170 “In 1981, the thinner women earned about 4.29 percent more than their heavier counterparts. But by 2000, that difference grew to 7.47 percent . . . .”171 This year, “[t]he Florida Legislature . . . may consider a bill to end one of the thorniest situations in healthcare—women paying more for health insurance than men.”172

6. COBRA Issues

The 2009 “federal stimulus package will pay 65 percent of the cost of COBRA health insurance for those being laid off.”173 “To get the full subsidy, adjusted gross income must be less than $125,000 if single or $250,000 if married and filing a joint tax return.”174 The subsidy ends “once income exceeds $145,000 for singles and $290,000 for joint filers.”175 Under the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, employers must notify all em-
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employees who were laid-off between September 1, 2008 and December 31, 2009 that they are eligible for the sixty-five percent government-funded COBRA discount. The premium reduction ends 1) when the individual becomes eligible for Medicare or other group coverage; 2) after nine months of the discount; or 3) when the maximum period of COBRA coverage ends, whichever occurs first.

"In Florida, the average monthly family COBRA premium is $1037, which is more than the average monthly unemployment benefit of $1013. For an individual policy in Florida, COBRA is $371 monthly—more than a third of the unemployment check."

7. HIPAA Issues

In 2009, a nurse was charged with HIPAA violations after she took pictures of a patient with a sex device lodged in his rectum and "posted them on her Facebook page."

C. Workers' Compensation

Penalties against Florida employers who fail to provide workers' compensation insurance can be severe. "The penalty for not carrying workers' [compensation] coverage for employees may be $1000 or a formula based on the premium the employer would have paid, multiplied by 1.5. The penalty can go back three years and may be stiffer for riskier businesses, such as roofing." To encourage compliance, a new whistle-blower website aims at "mak[ing] it easier for workers to check their companies' coverage and to complain anonymously if their employer does not carry workers' [compensation]."
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In 2008, in Murray v. Mariner Health, the Supreme Court of Florida ruled “that an attorney representing injured employees” in workers’ compensation cases “should collect ‘reasonable fees.’” Critics of the decision feared it would result in a “return to an hourly fee structure for attorneys in workers’ comp cases, eliminating the schedule set up by the 2003 law” responsible for workers’ comp rates falling sixty percent. In fact, in 2009, Florida’s insurance commissioner “raise[d] workers’ compensation rates 6.4 percent in response to” the Murray ruling.

A year after the Supreme Court of Florida struck down the attorneys’ fee limits law for workers’ compensation, the Florida Legislature passed a new law overruling the high state court and “restor[ing] caps on fees for lawyers who represent workers in compensation appeals for on-the-job injuries.” “[T]rial lawyers and unions say the [new law is] unfair to workers who are hurt and help companies that can spend more on lawyers, raising constitutional problems.” In response to the new law, Florida’s insurance commissioner rescinded the 6.4 percent “workers’ compensation rate increase that went into effect April 1.”

In Sanders v. City of Orlando, the Supreme Court of Florida settled a state court split over a 2001 amendment to the state’s workers’ compensation statute dealing with how lump-sum settlements are approved. The Court ruled that the change did not divest judges of compensation claims of their ability to set aside improper settlements.
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Under Florida’s Heart-and-Lung Act, hypertension “applies only to arterial or cardiovascular hypertension.”193 Florida’s workers’ compensation statute creates a presumption that hypertension leading to disability of firefighters, law enforcement officers, or correctional officers are compensable.194 Invoking this presumption, a 50-year-old retired Miami police officer’s health insurance carrier denied his hundreds of thousands of dollars in medical claims, “saying it is the responsibility of workers’ compensation because he had a preexisting condition at the time of his first heart attack in 2007.”195

In Bifulco v. Patient Business & Financial Services, Inc.,196 plaintiff brought a retaliation claim for filing a workers’ compensation claim against a public entity.197 Florida courts are split over whether workers’ compensation claims against public entities are tortious in nature, which triggers a notification process enabling the public entity to decide whether to waive its sovereign immunity.198 This court distinguished workers’ compensation claims from common law tort claims, thus dispensing of the notification requirement.199

Cabrera v. T.J. Pavement Corp.200 interpreted the 2003 change in workers’ compensation law regarding when an employee can sue the employer in tort and is not bound by the exclusivity of workers’ compensation.201 The 2003 law made it harder for employees to sue their employers in tort by changing the substantially certain “standard with the virtually certain standard.”202

In Houck v. Lee County Board of County Commissioners,203 under the workers’ compensation law in effect at the time of the plaintiff’s accident, an injured worker need only establish that his injuries were “catastrophic” to prove a claim for permanent total disability.204 To rebut, the employer must offer conclusive evidence that the worker had “a substantial earning capaci-
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ty. The case was remanded for an analysis of this allocation of burdens of proof.

D. Unemployment Issues

"[T]his recession has been the most punishing job destroyer in at least 60 years, slashing a net total of 6.7 million jobs. All told, 14.5 million people were out of work [in July 2009], with a jobless rate of 9.4 percent." In South Florida, the unemployment rate for Miami-Dade in June 2009 was 10.6 percent "and 9.4 percent for Broward." Florida "ranked second in the United States for job losses in 2008 . . . Florida lost 255,200 jobs last year, more than any other state except California." State forecasters also are predicting an unemployment rate near 11 percent—with close to 1 million out-of-work Floridians—through the end of 2011.

In 2009, nine million Americans received unemployment compensation, with payments averaging around $300 per week, varying by state and work history. Laid-off workers in half the states are eligible for up to seventy-nine weeks of benefits, the longest period ever. As a result, unemployment
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funds are being exhausted.\textsuperscript{214} States are borrowing billions of dollars to pay idled workers who wait far longer for benefits to begin.\textsuperscript{215}

In 2008, the Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration issued a final rule barring unemployment compensation claimants with multistate wages from forum shopping.\textsuperscript{216} While Florida accepted nearly two billion dollars in federal stimulus money in 2009 to extend the duration of jobless benefits by up to twenty weeks and to pay an extra $25 per week, the state rejected $444 million which would have extended benefits to some part-time employees and to those who quit out of necessity.\textsuperscript{217}

In Florida, only 32 percent of jobless state residents are able to access unemployment benefits. Many of the remaining workers fall through the cracks because of outdated eligibility rules that do not count their most recent work . . . . The result often prevents low-wage workers and those in high-turnover fields from getting unemployment compensation . . . .\textsuperscript{218}
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\textsuperscript{215} Lawrence Downes, Scrambled States of America, N.Y. TIMES, July 27, 2009, at A20. Some banks are “lower[jing] mortgage payments for some homeowners to an average of $500 a month for three months as part of a new program to help the unemployed.” Citigroup to Aid Jobless on Loans, SUN-SENTINEL, Mar. 4, 2009, at D3.
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In 2009, a new law amended Florida’s unemployment compensation law governing the “calculation of employers’ tax rates and the Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund[’s] solvency.”219 The new law lowers that part of an employee’s wage that is not subject to the unemployment tax until 2015.220 Afterwards, taxable wages revert to $7000.221 In sum, for five years, “employers will be taxed on an additional $1,500” of income to restore solvency to Florida’s Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund.222 Moreover, the new law raises “the positive fund balance adjustment factor from 3.7 percent of taxable payrolls to 4 percent.”223

“Unemployment among black Floridians could reach almost 17 percent” by Spring 2010, up from 14.6 percent in 2009, while the overall jobless rate is estimated to be 11.8 percent in Spring 2010.224 “Much of the disparity is due to a concentration of blacks and Hispanics in construction, blue-collar or service-industry jobs that have been decimated by the economic meltdown.”225

“If the recession continues, women are poised to surpass men on the nation’s payrolls . . . because most large-scale layoffs have been in male-dominated industries.”226

[A] full 82 percent of the job losses have befallen men, who are heavily represented in distressed industries like manufacturing and construction. Women tend to be employed in areas like education and health care, which are less sensitive to economic ups and downs, and in jobs that allow more time for child care and other domestic work.227
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"Workers ages 45 and over form a disproportionate share of the hard-luck recession category, the long-term unemployed—those who have been out of work for six months or longer . . . ."228

E. Public Pensions

1. Federal Regulation

In 2009, the Securities and Exchange Commission proposed new rules to end the practice known as "pay to play," an unspoken arrangement whereby public pension fund "investors are chosen [by fund managers] not for their low fees and high skills but for their connections."229

Nationally, "[s]tate pension funds lost $865.2 billion in 2007–2008 . . . . And assets for 109 state funds declined about 30 percent" in that period.230

2. Florida’s Public Pension Fund

Amid the economic recession of 2008–09, Florida’s public employee pension plan "lost $37.9 billion—27 percent—over 13 months."231 While Florida’s retirement fund enjoyed "an $8.2 billion surplus" in 2008, it sustained "an $8.7 billion deficit" in 2009.232 Despite these losses, "[t]he director of the Florida’s $90 billion state retirement fund says the pension account is in good shape."233

Florida’s State Board of Administration (SBA) "manages more than $122.6 billion of the state’s investments," including billions of dollars in Florida employees’ pension funds.234 A bill is likely to be introduced in the 2009 "legislative session that would expand the SBA’s investment advisory committee to include qualified representatives from the pension plans."235
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The SBA's new executive director said, "Florida will still have a conservative and diversified investment strategy with a focus on the long term."236 "In 2007, the state Legislature passed a bill that required the pension plans to divest any stock issued by any company or its subsidiaries that did business with Iran or Sudan."237

In June 2009, Governor Crist "signed into law new rules that will limit state employees' ability to collect a paycheck and a pension from the same agency."238

The amount of overtime put in by police officers and firefighters has a dramatic effect on their public pensions which are based on an employee's five highest-paid years.239 Some "deputies and fire rescue workers bumped up those averages considerably, some nearly doubling base salaries with [overtime]."240

Under Florida law, public officials who commit certain crimes stand to forfeit their public pensions.241 The former Broward sheriff lost his $130,000-a-year pension after "admitting he took tens of thousands of dollars from BSO vendors and lied on his income-tax returns."242 An administrative law judge ruled in 2009 that the crimes the disgraced former sheriff pleaded guilty to constituted a felony under Florida law.243

F. Safety Issues

1. Federal Activity

In 2009, reversing a Bush administration policy, President Obama instructed executive departments and agencies that state law should be preempted sparingly.244 "Throughout our history, [s]tate and local govern-
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ments have frequently protected health, safety, and the environment more aggressively than has the national Government.\textsuperscript{245} In 2008, the Department of Transportation’s Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration issued interim regulations permitting commercial motor vehicle drivers “to drive up to 11 hours” within a single workday.\textsuperscript{246}

2. Florida Safety Issues

In 2008, “Gov[ernor] Charlie Crist signed [the] so-called guns-at-work legislation . . . allowing employees with concealed-weapons permits to begin stashing their firearms in their locked cars at work starting July 1.”\textsuperscript{247} In the first case to assess the validity of the new law, a federal district court ruled that the Florida statute forcing employers to allow employees with permits to carry concealed weapons to keep guns secured in their vehicles in the employer’s parking lot is, for the most part, likely valid.\textsuperscript{248} Other lawsuits alleging violations of the new concealed-arms law include a security guard who sued Walt Disney World “after he was terminated for having a weapon in his car at work.”\textsuperscript{249} The first South Florida case involves a funeral home employee who claims his firing violated the new state law.\textsuperscript{250}

“Five employees at Broward County’s main courthouse have filed lawsuits saying mold at the building made them sick.”\textsuperscript{251} The Palm Beach County Public School Board “is considering amending the requirements of a new anti-bullying policy, mandated by state law, to specifically prohibit harassing students [or staff members] who believe they
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were born the wrong sex and those who may be perceived as being too masculine or too feminine for their gender."

G. Internet, E-mail, and Cell Phone Issues

Many employers are still struggling to shape their online policies. While both wide-open Internet access and fully closed approaches are untenable, employers should conduct employee training on topics such as "online liability and confidentiality." One option is for employers to grant employees online access to some sites, but limit what they can do there.

"A national safety group is advocating a total ban on cell-phone use while driving" and says "businesses should prohibit employees from using cell phones while driving on the job."

H. Public Union Issues

In 2008, "union membership in the United States rose . . . by the largest amount in a quarter-century, a gain of 428,000 members . . . [and] most of the new members were government employees." In 2008, "36.8 percent of government employees belong to unions, compared with just 7.6 percent of workers in the private sector." In 2008, "the number of unionized government workers grew by 275,000 . . . and the number of unionized private sector workers grew by slightly more than 150,000."

In 2009, in Locke v. Karass, a unanimous United States Supreme Court ruled that a local union can charge a service fee to objecting non-members for a share of the national union's litigation expenses without violating the First Amendment. Those costs, the Court made clear, are properly related to collective bargaining. Also in 2009, in Ysursa v. Pocatello Education Ass'n, the United States Supreme Court ruled that an Idaho law
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banning local government employers from allowing payroll deductions for political activities does not violate the public unions’ First Amendment free speech rights.\textsuperscript{264}

In 2009, charter schools, “which are publicly financed but managed by groups separate from school districts,” have become targets of unionization drives.\textsuperscript{265} Some question whether unions will enhance “the charter movement by stabilizing its . . . transient teaching force, or weaken it by” barring employers from dismissing incompetent teachers.\textsuperscript{266}

While the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 granted collective bargaining rights to federal employees, it permits the President to remove some classes of employees from coverage.\textsuperscript{267} Exercising this option, in 2008, President Bush, by executive order, ruled out collective bargaining rights for “8600 federal employees who work in law enforcement, intelligence and other agencies” tied to national security.\textsuperscript{268}

A federal district court in Florida ruled that a public union did not violate its duty of fair representation by refusing to represent an employee dismissed “for filing a false worker’s compensation claim . . . in the grievance process against the County,”\textsuperscript{269} concluding that “the Union did not act arbitrarily, discriminatorily, or in bad faith.”\textsuperscript{270}

I. \textit{Family Medical Leave Act Issues}

The Defense Department’s authorization bill for fiscal year 2008 included provisions amending the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) to offer two new leave options—military caregiver leave and qualifying exigency leave.\textsuperscript{271} Eligible employees who are family members of soldiers are entitled to take up to six months of leave in a twelve month period to care for a seriously ill or wounded soldier whose injury occurred in the line of duty while on active duty.\textsuperscript{272}
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Federal legislation proposed, in 2008, the Federal Employees Paid Parental Leave Act, which would allow federal employees to take four weeks of paid leave after the birth or adoption of a child. The worker would also be entitled to four additional weeks of accrued paid sick leave.

Proposed federal legislation, the Healthy Families Act, among other things, requires employers with fifteen or more employees to provide paid sick leave based on a formula set out in the bill.

In 2009, a Labor Department opinion letter made clear that a 1995 regulation interpreting the phrase notice as soon as is practicable in the FMLA usually meant notification within one or two business days no longer applied. Instead, under the new rule, an employee is not guaranteed an allowance of a specific number of days within which to provide notice of unforeseen FMLA leave.

In Martin v. Brevard County Public Schools, the Eleventh Circuit ruled that a public school employee, who was fired for not completing a performance improvement plan while on approved leave, may pursue FMLA interference and retaliation claims against her former employer.

IV. DISCIPLINE, RETALIATION, LAYOFFS, FURLoughs, and TENURE ISSUES

A. Discipline

1. On-Duty Misconduct

Fort Lauderdale’s Office of Professional Standards is conducting an investigation over whether the police department “purportedly rewards officers for making arrests and handing out citations, while penalizing those who don’t go along by revoking overtime and voluntary details.” "Quotas for
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making arrests and writing tickets are widely criticized in law enforcement circles.”\(^{283}\)

In 2007, a Florida circuit judge, “a longtime criminal court judge, was transferred to the civil division after making a racially-charged comment about a case involving a black defendant and several black victims and witnesses.”\(^{284}\)

2. Off-Duty Misconduct

“A Weston middle school principal said a sleeping disorder led him to try to strangle his wife.”\(^{285}\) Even though the principal was charged with battery by strangulation, his public employer said the principal’s “arrest is ‘not what we consider to be a school-related matter. It doesn’t have any impact on the school district or this individual’s ability to function as a school principal.”’\(^{286}\)

“Sixteen Broward Sheriff’s Office employees, including 15 deputies, have been moved to desk jobs while they are investigated for possible steroid use . . . [t]hat lead to the group’s being told to submit to drug tests.”\(^{287}\) Subsequently, nine deputies “were cleared after tests showed they were steroid-free.”\(^{288}\)

B. Retaliation and Whistle-Blowing

In 2009, in *Crawford v. Metropolitan Government*,\(^{289}\) the Supreme Court ruled that an employee who did not initiate a job discrimination complaint, but spoke up about harassment when questioned during her employ-

---
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289. 129 S. Ct. 846 (2009). “Lower courts had ruled Crawford was not protected under the federal anti-retaliation law, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, because she had not ‘instigated or initiated’ the complaint, but merely answered questions in a case already under way.” Robert Barnes, *Court Sides with Employee Who Was Fired*, MIAMI HERALD, Jan. 27, 2009, at A3.
er’s internal investigation of sex bias allegations, is protected from retaliation by her employer under Title VII.290

Florida’s Fourth District Court of Appeal ruled that a “building-inspection supervisor and whistle-blower fired by the Broward School Board should get her job back.”291

A Miami-Dade prosecutor was suspended after a memo raising doubts about the Miami-Dade State Attorney’s independence from the Miami-Dade Police Department was posted on his blog “and linked it to a popular Miami-Dade legal website for the world to see.”292 The veteran prosecutor claims his employer “trampled on his First Amendment free-speech rights by retaliating against him for posting his own memo to the ‘Justice Building’ blog.”293 The employer, citing Garcetti v. Ceballos,294 asserts that “‘statements made by public employees pursuant to their official duties are not protected under the First Amendment.’”295

The Republican Party of Palm Beach County refused to seat a white supremacist, the winner of an “election as a committeeman because he failed to sign a loyalty oath.”296 The Republican Party claims “Mr. Black’s associations appear to violate the oath he failed to sign, which requires that candidates avoid activities that are ‘likely to injure the name of the Republican Party.’”297

In Bruley v. Village Green Management Co.,298 the plaintiff alleged wrongful discharge in violation of public policy.299 The employee invoked the public policy supporting the exercise of his right to bear arms.300 The court dismissed the plaintiff’s claim, given that he was an at-will employee and Florida does not recognize the common law doctrine of wrongful discharge in violation of public policy absent a specific statute creating the cause of action.301
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C. False Claims Act

Under the Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009 (FERA), the False Claims Act’s (FCA) reverse false claim provision was amended to make clear that the knowing retention of an overpayment is a violation of the statute. In addition, FERA expands liability under the FCA to eliminate the requirement that a false claim be presented to a federal official or that it directly involve federal funds.

D. Layoffs

A 2009 study found that most workers laid-off in a recession, “on average, had not returned to their old wage levels, . . . even 15 to 20 years later.” Moreover, “earnings were about 15 percent to 20 percent less than they would have been had they not been laid off.”

Laid-off “[w]orkers ages 45 and over . . . were out of work 22.2 weeks in 2008, compared with 16.2 weeks for younger workers.” Even when finally re-employed, older workers face a “steeper [decline] in earnings than their younger counterparts.”

Public employees, however, “have faced fewer layoffs and pay cuts than those in the private sector.”

“There is robust social science evidence that there is serious workplace discrimination against mothers, and that in the context of this economic downturn it appears that mothers are encountering lots of what they see as ‘mammy RIFs,’” or reductions in force.

“The Broward Teachers Union filed a lawsuit [in July 2009] to stop the school district’s plans to hire new teachers until the union can review public
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records to make sure Broward is first bringing back as many laid-off teachers as possible.” 312

E. Furloughs

Furloughs—temporary, usually unpaid, leave—are popular compared to layoffs. 313 While some workers take the time off, others work through furloughs, out of fear of losing their jobs. 314 “[F]urloughs have become increasingly common in the public and private sectors as employers” search for ways to avoid layoffs. 315 During the 2008–09 recession, even if employees “avoid being laid off, many employers have [retrenched] in other ways, reducing employees’ hours, imposing furloughs, and even” reducing salaries. 316 The number of people working part-time has increased sharply during the recession. 317

Furloughs may be voluntary or involuntary. 318 For example, in Broward County, Florida, the sheriff “asked law enforcement and detention deputies to take voluntary furloughs” in order to avoid layoffs. 319

As for salaried workers, “[f]urlough rules are clear: [i]f . . . any work [is performed] at all during a week-long furlough—[even] answering an e-mail . . .[the employee] is owed the entire week’s salary.” 320

One furloughed-worker even “started a website called furloughhouseswap.com, where [the furloughed] can swap [houses] for a week in another city.” 321

Seventeen states have adopted “work-sharing,” under which “employers reduce their workers’ weekly hours and pay, often by 20 or 40 percent, and then states make up some of the lost wages, usually half, from their unemployment funds.” 322
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Some of the biggest legal challenges faced by employers as a result of furloughs include: 1) its impact on exempt employees, i.e., salaried employees who get paid if they work twenty hours or sixty hours.\textsuperscript{323}—if not careful, such employees may become “non-exempt employees” entitled to overtime; 2) whether to “force employees to use accrued vacation [or] make it optional;” 3) its impact on 401(k) plans; and 4) whether WARN Act notification duties are triggered.\textsuperscript{324}

F. Tenure

In 2008, the chancellor of the Washington public schools proposed huge raises, up to “$40,000, financed by private foundations, for teachers willing to give up tenure.”\textsuperscript{325}

In 2009, the Florida Legislature considered a bill, HB 1411, which “would take teachers hired after July 1 five years, instead of three, to reach a less-protective tenure. . . . A tenured teacher would be limited to a five-year contract and could be [dismissed] without cause when it expires . . . [or] at any time if their students underachieve.”\textsuperscript{326}

In 2009,

Florida Atlantic University professors . . . filed a formal complaint against the school, claiming the layoffs of tenured faculty members violate their union contract.

. . .

Under the union contract, less-experienced faculty members must be laid off before tenured professors when they are all in the same program, or “lay off unit.”\textsuperscript{327}
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\textsuperscript{325} Sam Dillon, School Chief Takes on Tenure, and Stirs a Fight, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 13, 2008, at A1.


\textsuperscript{327} Kimberly Miller, Four FAU Professors Challenging Layoffs, MIAMI HERALD, June 30, 2009, at B5.
V. EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

A. Generally

In 2008, charges of age discrimination rose by 28.7 percent (24,582 claims); allegations of race discrimination rose by 11 percent; retaliation claims rose 22.6 percent; and sex discrimination claims rose 14 percent.328 In 2009, the Supreme Court ruled in Pearson v. Callahan329 that the two-step analysis, required in Saucier v. Katz,330 for assessing whether defendants in a civil rights action are entitled to qualified immunity,331 is flexible.332 Courts need not always start by settling whether a constitutional violation occurred, but may begin the inquiry by asking whether the alleged right was clearly established at the time.333

Under proposed federal legislation, the Civil Rights Act of 2008, the damage caps under Title VII would be removed.334

B. Affirmative Action

In 2009, in Ricci v. DeStefano,335 the Supreme Court set a new rule of law on when an employer can intentionally discriminate to avoid a lawsuit.336 Ruling in favor of white firefighters, the Court concluded the city violated Title VII by throwing out the results of tests used for firefighter promotions because minorities did not make the cut.337 The Court made it clear that the city’s fear of a disparate impact lawsuit was an insufficient basis for discarding the test results, thereby relying on race to the detriment of successful test-takers.338

“To avoid charges of discrimination, many cities have already been moving away from such tests in favor of other methods of hiring and promot-
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ing employees in places like fire and police departments. They say written tests are often not the best way to determine who can perform best."339

In 2009, fifty advocacy groups "asked President Barack Obama to issue an executive order . . . encourag[ing] the hiring and training of minorities, women, and low-income residents to work on federal construction projects, [specifically] those funded by the economic stimulus package."340

“A plan to devote construction contracts from a new ballpark to black-owned businesses fell apart . . . because [the] Miami-Dade County Attorney . . . said the pact would violate court rulings prohibiting governments from awarding contracts based on race.”341

C. Gender, Same-Sex, Transsexuals, and Pregnancy Discrimination

In 2009, in Fitzgerald v. Barnstable School Committee,342 the Supreme Court ruled that Title IX does not preclude filing a gender discrimination suit under the equal protection clause against a school system under the federal civil rights damages statute, 42 U.S.C. § 1983.343

In 2009, in AT&T Corp. v. Hulteen,344 the Supreme Court resolved a circuit court split over whether an employer violated the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA) by calculating a woman’s current retirement benefits based on the employer’s pre-PDA practice of denying service credit for pregnancy leave.345 The Court rejected arguments that the PDA applied retroactively.346

A federal district court in Florida ruled that an employer unlawfully fired a worker in retaliation for filing a charge of gender and pregnancy discrimination under the participation clause of the Florida Civil Rights Act.347

Florida state courts and federal district courts in Florida are split over whether the Florida Civil Rights Act encompasses pregnancy discrimina-
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tion.\textsuperscript{348} In Carsillo v. City of Lake Worth,\textsuperscript{349} the state court concluded in the affirmative.\textsuperscript{350} By contrast, a federal district court, in Boone v. Total Renal Laboratories, Inc.,\textsuperscript{351} ruled that the Florida law does not cover pregnancy discrimination.\textsuperscript{352}

A federal district court in Florida ruled that “offensive language need not . . . be targeted at the plaintiff in order to support a claim of hostile workplace environment” sexual harassment.\textsuperscript{353}

In Scott v. Publix Supermarkets,\textsuperscript{354} the court found that the plaintiff did not put her employer on notice regarding sexual harassment but allowed the case to go to trial on the issue of whether denial of a transfer request constitutes an adverse employment action.\textsuperscript{355}

In 2009, more than one hundred female employees filed a lawsuit against Florida’s Department of Corrections, “alleging they were subject to constant sexual harassment from male inmates.”\textsuperscript{356} “The Corrections Department changed its rules . . . [in 2008] to make the intentional exposing of genitals or masturbating by an inmate subject to 60 days in disciplinary confinement and the loss of 90 days of gain time.”\textsuperscript{357}

In 2009, “[a] bipartisan group of U.S. representatives . . . introduced legislation that would make it illegal for employers to discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity.”\textsuperscript{358} At present, discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity “is legal in 30 states based on sexual orientation and in 38 states based on gender identity.”\textsuperscript{359}

Lake Worth and Palm Beach County added provisions to their anti-discrimination codes that “prevent discrimination based on gender identity.”
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following the firing of the former Largo city manager for undergoing a sex change.\footnote{Willie Howard, \textit{A Transgender Triumph}, \textit{MIAMI HERALD}, Apr. 9, 2009, at B5.}

### D. Age Discrimination

In 2009, in \textit{Gross v. FBL Financial Services, Inc.},\footnote{129 S. Ct. 2343 (2009).} the Supreme Court made it substantially harder for employees to win age discrimination claims by ruling that employees bringing disparate treatment claims under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) must prove “that age was the ‘but-for’ cause of the . . . adverse employment action.”\footnote{Id. at 2352.} The Court made it clear that, unlike Title VII disparate treatment cases where employees need only prove that illegal bias was just a motivating factor,\footnote{Id. at 2350 (quoting 29 U.S.C. § 623(a)(1) (2006)).} the ADEA bars discrimination “‘because of’” the employee’s age,\footnote{Id. at 2350 (quoting \textit{WEBSTER’S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY} 194 (1966)).} which means “‘by reason of [or] on account of.’”\footnote{490 U.S. 228 (1989).} In essence, the \textit{Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins}\footnote{Gross, 129 S. Ct. at 2351-52; see \textit{Mora v. Jackson Mem’l Found., Inc.}, 21 Fla. L. Weekly Fed. D407, D411 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 26, 2008) (“Age discrimination claims” under Florida’s Civil Rights Act “are analyzed under the same framework as ADEA claims.”).} burden-shifting framework for mixed-motive cases under Title VII does not apply to ADEA cases.\footnote{See U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, \textit{Understanding Waivers of Discrimination Claims in Employment Severance Agreements}, http://www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/qanda_severance-agreements.html (last visited Nov. 7, 2009).}

In 2009, the EEOC issued a technical assistance document aimed at helping employees and employers understand the rules governing waivers of ADEA claims, including a checklist for employees to consult before signing a waiver as well as a sample release for employers.\footnote{See U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, \textit{Understanding Waivers of Discrimination Claims in Employment Severance Agreements}, http://www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/qanda_severance-agreements.html (last visited Nov. 7, 2009).}

### E. Disability Discrimination


\[\text{https://nsuworks.nova.edu/nlr/vol34/iss1/4}\]
and unduly restricted the statute's coverage. Among other things, the new rule "identifies impairments that 'will obviously be “substantially limiting,”' including cancer, diabetes, HIV/AIDS, major depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, and schizophrenia."

In 2009, the EEOC issued guidelines on how employers should handle a possible swine flu pandemic without violating the ADA. Under the guidelines, an employer may require new hires to submit to a medical exam to determine exposure to the flu virus after extending a conditional job offer, but before the new hire begins work, so long as all new employees in the same job class face the same examination. Employees may also be required to wear personal protective gear, subject to the right of reasonable accommodations.

The Second, Seventh, Tenth, and Eleventh Circuits have ruled that driving is not a major life activity under the ADA. In 2009, the Eleventh Circuit ruled that the U.S. Marshals Service’s (USMS) ban on the use of hearing aids by court security officers during mandatory hearing tests did not violate the ADA because the USMS established that the ban was both job-related and a business necessity.

---
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F. Genetic Discrimination

In 2008, the Genetic Information Non-Discrimination Act (GINA) was signed into law, prohibiting employment discrimination based on the genetic information of an individual and his or her family members. GINA prohibits employers from obtaining or disclosing such information. The Act’s coverage, enforcement, and remedial provisions mirror those under Title VII and the Americans with Disabilities Act, as amended by the 1991 Civil Rights Act. Unlike Title VII, however, GINA expressly rules out disparate impact claims.

In 2009, the EEOC published a proposed rule that incorporates references to GINA into some of the EEOC’s existing regulations that cover procedures under Title VII and the ADA.

G. Religion

A “midnight” regulation issued by the Department of Health and Human Services in December 2008, aimed at barring bias against providers who prefer not to supply emergency contraceptives and other reproduction services to women, was challenged as unconstitutional.

In 2009, the Department of Health and Human Services published a proposal to rescind a regulation barring employment discrimination against health care workers who refuse to provide abortion-related services owing to religious objections.
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In *Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v. Papin Enterprises, Inc.*, the court rejected the employer’s claim that it need not reasonably accommodate an employee’s religiously-based right to wear a nose ring on food safety grounds.

H. Remedies

In 2009, in *14 Penn Plaza, L.L.C. v. Pyett*, the Supreme Court ruled “that a collective-bargaining agreement that clearly and unmistakably requires” employees to arbitrate claims under the ADEA is enforceable.

Under proposed federal legislation, the Civil Rights Act of 2008, the Federal Arbitration Act would be amended to bar “clauses requiring arbitration of federal constitutional or statutory claims (unless an employee knowingly and voluntarily consents to this clause after a dispute has arisen), as part of a [collective bargaining agreement], or after a dispute has arisen.”

Under proposed federal legislation, the Arbitration Fairness Act of 2009, the Federal Arbitration Act would be amended “to invalidate all predispute arbitration agreements that require the arbitration of employment disputes or any conflict arising under any statute intended to protect civil rights.”

In *Board of Trustees of Florida State University v. Esposito*, a Florida court concluded that the Florida Civil Rights Act limits damage awards against the state to $100,000, but the twenty-five percent attorney’s fee limitation does not apply to claims against the state.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

This survey dipped into a wide array of public employment issues emerging in 2008–09. Every stage of employment, from hiring, to the terms of employment, to discipline and retaliation against whistle-blowers, to employment discrimination, has witnessed a flurry of activity at the federal,
state, and local levels. As evidenced by the countless citations to new articles, public sector employment issues draw high-profile media attention, and news stories (whether found in newspapers or on the Internet) provide a wealth of insight and supplement the usual source of legal precedent: constitutional, statutory, regulatory, administrative, and the common law.